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Introduction
By Gareth Beaver

W

hen I took over as CEO of SHA Risk
Specialists back in 2017, I must
admit that it was an eye opener.
I’d been involved with traditional casualty
business at various points in my career, but
the SHA portfolio is actually quite diverse.
Many people don’t realise that it comprises
not only the traditional long-tail coverages
such as professional indemnity, liability
and financial lines but also some short-tail
business in the form of personal accident
and motor fleet.
The company had grown exponentially since
it was founded by Tony Stalker and Angus
Hutchison back in 1985 and had generally
produced some fairly healthy underwriting
results. However, it was becoming evident
that many of the underwriting and claims
processes had not evolved at the same pace
as the changing risk landscape in the world
generally, but more particularly here at
home in South Africa.
Each passing year brought with it changes
in consumer awareness, litigation habits
of the population, greater access to courts
and regrettably in the last few years, an
accelerated decline in the quality of risk
management. This combination of factors
invariably led to an increase in claims
frequency and severity. The trick in building
a sustainable business in our field is to make
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sure that risk selection, pricing and claims
management follow in the same trajectory as
the changing landscape.
Quite contrary to the escalation of risk exposure,
we noted that premiums had in fact been
moving in the opposite direction. The graph
(see Fig. 1) only demonstrates rating between
2015 and 2017, but over a longer period the
picture was no different. Some product lines
were in fact being priced 20% lower than two
years prior. This was the case in the professional
indemnity space, in spite of rising claims. Single
Project PI rates had slipped by 33% and this is
one of the most volatile lines of business in the
specialist arena (see Fig.1).
Much of this can be attributed to competition
in the market and I guess even in the
absence of a crystal ball, one could tell
that this was not a sustainable strategy.
This was not unique to SHA and many of
our contemporaries both locally and abroad
had noticed similar patterns in their own
portfolios. In addition to this pricing decline,
insurance capacity being committed on
individual risks had also risen to the highest
levels ever.
As insurers competed voraciously for accounts,
capacity was used as a drawcard the world
over. It was a good time to be buying big limits
for the lowest possible premiums. With these

elements in mind, a global underwriting
correction was actually on its way long before
our daily vocabularies featured words like
COVID-19, pandemic or lockdown.
Any broker worth their salt would of course
be expected to resist pricing increases,
particularly on portfolios that are perceived
to be running profitably or are possibly
claims free. There are no business owners
or executives that would be pleased to hear
that they are going to be paying more for
less coverage. We acknowledge that the
current hard market has been extremely
difficult for our intermediaries and almost
every renewal has required more work and
greater negotiation.
It is against this backdrop that - as we
prepared to publish this year’s Specialist
Risk Review - we realised that it would
be remiss of us if we did not spend some
time unpacking our own claims experience
across all our lines of business. This was
done in effort to provide our hard-market,
battered and bruised brokers with some
insights around loss development in the
long-tail environment that they can share
with the respected and appreciated buyers of
specialist insurance.
Loss development is really what we have
to be most concerned about within our

Fig.1
portfolio. Broadform liability, professional
indemnity, single projects PI/liability and
financial lines insurance all experience
significant changes in the loss ratio, long
after the financial year closes.
Investopedia defines Loss Development as:
• The difference between the final
losses recorded by an insurer and what
the insurer originally recorded. Loss
development seeks to account for the fact
that some insurance claims take a long
time to settle, and that estimates of the
total loss that an insurer will experience
will adjust as claims are finalized.
• Loss development is the difference
between what an insurer initially records for
liabilities versus the final level of claims.
• A loss development factor allows insurers to
adjust claims to their projected final levels.
• One of the most important factors for
insurers when determining potential
losses is the amount of time that it will
take to process a claim.

Fig.2

Back in 2008, at the end of the financial year,
the loss ratio in our professional indemnity
portfolio was just under 10% (see Fig.2).
By the end of 2013, the 2008 underwriting
year had deteriorated somewhat to a loss
ratio just below 80%. SHA must achieve
a loss ratio of 60% to breakeven.
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LIABILITY VOLATILITY

Broker commission, reinsurance and
administrative costs make operating above
this level unprofitable. Our target loss ratio
is closer to 45% as this means the business
is generating shareholder value – no one
wants to invest in a business that targets a
breakeven situation. Regrettably the 2008
tale did not end there, with the loss ratio
only eventually stabilizing eight years after
the financial year closed at just under 110%.
In our liability portfolio the numbers tell a
slightly different tale (see Fig.3).
As can be seen the 2008 year also proved to
be quite challenging and has now revealed
itself to have also burnt through the 60%
level. The other underwriting years have
fared slightly better with only 2012 and
2014 flirting with the breakeven threshold.
Note that out of the past 8 years, only four
are below the target, profitable loss ratio
of 45%.

Fig.5

Fig.6

However, if one focuses only on the
breakeven point, one would be forgiven for
thinking that the portfolio has generated a
stable underwriting result. Liability business,
much like our financial lines and single
projects portfolios have another dynamic
that does not necessarily exist in the PI
portfolio. This line of business tends to
have more predictable frequency losses but
is subject to greater volatility via severity
claims (see Fig.4).
In 2017, large losses in the food and
beverage sector caused the loss ratio to
spike, way above the breakeven threshold
to above 70%. As the tail develops this
ratio is expected to deteriorate further. This
volatility has to be factored into the pricing
of all liability business.
SHA has been a leading market in financial
lines, almost since the company opened
its doors in the 1980’s. A combination
of large capacity commitments on most
large financial institutions and many JSE
listed entities, mean that the portfolio also
experiences less frequency loss exposure
but has a very significant severity risk. Once
again this has to be factored into the pricing
across the portfolio (see Fig.5).
The financial lines area experienced the largest
loss in its history in the 2013 underwriting year,
topping R500 million, although the claim
really only developed to its conclusion at the
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embraced the technological dynamics
brought about during the lockdown, with
just over 50% confirming that they would
continue to consult with clients via video
conferencing. Overwhelmingly, more than
75% of respondents in insurance confirmed
that they would prefer to do training online,
rather than in face-to-face engagements.
Brokers will find that their role in advising
clients on liability insurance has become
far more important. They will have to
conduct a thorough needs analysis on all
their clients to ensure their existing cover
is still sufficient as their insurer would
have based their risk profile, and premium,
on variables that may no longer apply.
Most importantly, they will have to guide
their clients in reviewing their policies and
making the right decisions when they start
to look for ways to cut costs.
It is also worth noting that the lockdown
may indeed contribute to some positive
risk management trends for businesses.
For one, because businesses have now
been forced to implement stricter access
control methods and reduce the number
of staff members that are allowed on site
at any given time, some staff-related risks

Around 60% of businesses had to deploy
more digital technology as a result of
the pandemic. Around 28% of businesses
experienced online connectivity or
security problems in the new work-fromhome environment

are in fact lower. Many companies may
record a decrease in pilferage of stock over
the coming months, for instance.

underwriters and brokers, and may lead to
more favourable insurance arrangements
in the long-run.

Without downplaying the enormous
global tragedy at play, there were some
positives flowing from the seismic shift in
the business landscape. From an insurance
standpoint, underwriters are still working to
better understand this new risk landscape,
and the additional information they are
receiving from businesses regarding their
risk management and observations, is
helping. It could potentially make more
room for negotiation between clients,

It seems that many of the businesses
that have been able to adapt to the
circumstances surrounding the pandemic,
have been able to achieve greater
efficiency – whether through savings
due to having less overheads, or through
more streamlined processes as a result
of compliance measures. We therefore do
believe that at least on some level, the
way that companies operate might change
for the better over the coming years.
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ne can argue that working with long
tail claims is not for the faint of heart.
Underwriters and claims specialists
in the liability, professional indemnity and
financial lines arena in particular, understand
that claims in any given year will develop as
more claims information comes to light, and
as the inevitable prescription date arrives.
For those that are unfamiliar with the term,
prescription does not refer to the medical
document provided by a doctor although
many insurers would argue, its just as bitter a
pill to swallow if not carefully considered. In
the insurance context “The Prescription Act of
1969” sets out the maximum period of time
available to a claimant (in our case, a third
party) to bring an action against an insured
party. The clock generally starts ticking from
the date that the cause of action arose, and
the third party becomes aware of it, up until
the end of a three-year period. Claims falling
outside of this period are more than likely
going to be dismissed by the court.
What this means in the liability claims context
is that a party who sustains an injury or loss
caused by the insured has three years from
the date the injury or loss manifested to take
legal action against the insured. This is the
reason why insurers report on a financial year
basis as well as on an underwriting year basis.
In addition to the above, even where
summonses are issued against our insured,
the claim is still far from over. In certain cases
these will be defended on behalf of the insured
and could potentially take many years to reach
a conclusion, with costs being incurred in
multiple underwriting and financial years.
The financial year closes at the end of a
particular 12-month period whereas the
underwriting year lives in perpetuity. This
means that often when the insurer’s financial
year closes, the loss ratio for that particular
underwriting year will continue to develop in
subsequent years as new claims are notified
(just before prescribing), and reported losses
are adjusted and settled.
This will be evident when one looks at the loss
development data shared in the introductory
segment of this year’s Annual Risk Review.
Most casualty insurers reserve for predictable
losses across an entire portfolio that they

expect in a given year, even before they are
notified. Losses that have already been
notified, but have not been settled would go
through a rigourous exercise, relying heavily
on the experience of the claims specialists
to predict the possible outcome and the
subsequent financial implications.
What does all of this mean in the specialist
underwriting environment you may ask? Well,
it means that insurers must carefully track
claims trends to ensure that pricing today is
adequate for the losses that will continue to
develop in the years to come.
With that said, note that in this year’s report,
we took a slightly different approach to how
we looked at the data.
While last year’s report drew significantly
from the paid claims data, we found that
focusing on this number did not actually
give the full picture of the risk landscape
and how the specialist insurance portfolios
have performed over the previous year. In
the case of liability, the data in the last Risk
Review excluded claims that were notified in
the year, but that would only be settled in
subsequent years.
For this reason we have decided to focus
primarily on incurred claims in this year’s
report. This takes into account the funds set
aside for reported claims that have yet to be
settled, providing a more accurate view of
the financial position of the insurer and the
reasoning behind pricing adjustments.
Another reason why incurred claims give us
the best view of the year’s performance and
what to expect up ahead, is linked to the
rising cost of litigation. In instances where
we expect liability cases to drag out over
multiple years, the projected additional cost
of legal defence is calculated and built into
the reserved claims amounts. As attorney
firms begin to work towards recovering from
the financial impact of the lockdown, we
expect fees to increase even more sharply. Of
course, as always, instances of litigation are
also expected to increase as a result of the
harsh economic environment and changes in
the litigation habits of the population.
One interesting trend that began to emerge
during the lockdown period, was the increase
in activity related to historic claims. A

Across the entire
SHA non-motor
claims portfolio,
2019 demonstrated
a drop in the number
of new claims
notifications of
5.3% over the 2018
numbers. The only
line of business
to buck this trend
was in the liability
environment where
we saw an increase
of just over 10%.
possible explanation for this is that as more
legal professionals began working from home,
they were afforded more time to follow up
and give attention to older liability cases on
their books. This resulted in an even bigger
escalation in defence costs for many of our
older claims.
The volatility in claims incurred is evident with
a dip in 2019 from the 2018 numbers (which
was a record breaking year for SHA) and then
what appears to be a return to the upward
trajectory in 2020 – although at the time of
writing this report, we had not yet closed off
the 2020 year. In 2018, gross incurred claims
for SHA totalled around R 939 million –that
could in part be explained by the liability
claims around the Listeriosis outbreak. Whilst
its too early to factor in all the 2020 numbers
we can of course get a clear picture of what is
happening in the liability space if we track the
claims from 2016 to 2019.
Across the entire SHA non-motor claims
portfolio, 2019 demonstrated a drop in the
number of new claims notifications of 5.3%
over the 2018 numbers. The only line of
business to buck this trend was in the liability
environment where we saw an increase of just
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BROADFORM LIABILIT Y

Adapting to a complex
risk landscape
By Manisha Chiman

One of the most widely used
forms of liability insurance,
Broadform cover is suited to
the vast majority of commercial
entities. It provides a wide range
of specialised extensions that
can be tailored to a company’s
specific requirements.
18
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Goods and Services Ombud reported an
increase of 70% in complaint volumes
against businesses over the period 20172019. These complaints don’t always
result in litigation but one can expect the
caseload in the courts to follow the trend.
To that end, we asked businesses in this
year’s survey, how often they conduct
quality control reviews of their products
and services in order to reduce their
risk of product recalls. Around 55% of
businesses said they conducted monthly
quality control checks, and another 23%
did their quality control at least once per
quarter. The remaining 22% of businesses
do quality checks biannually, annually or
never – this is quite disturbing considering
the cost involved in product recalls.
The importance of quality control as a risk
management tool cannot be overstated
and we are seeing a clear rise in risks
pertaining to product liability from this
survey. Businesses in the food and beverage
industry face some of the biggest risks
in this regard and major retailers are
all tightening up their contracts with
contractors that provide any food items. As
such, it is vital that they have product recall
insurance in place.

Companies must move away from
thinking that a standard contract
template can be applied to all of their
customer or supplier agreements.

In addition, companies in manufacturing
that have contracted with international
entities are increasingly being expected
to have product recall insurance in place.
In the survey, 34% of businesses have
noted a deterioration in the product or
workmanship quality from key suppliers
over the last two years.
The flip side of the coin may also be cause
for concern. Two thirds of respondents said
they have not seen a deterioration in supplier
quality – which begs the question of how
they are doing their quality checks. Without
in-depth audits of their supply chains, most
product quality issues only come to light
at claims stage. This has certainly been
our experience, which is why we include
specific questions regarding supply chain

management to clients at underwriting stage
for recall and product liability covers.
On a positive note, 87% of businesses
surveyed keep a risk register and 69% of
them share that register with their insurers.
Although the high percentage of risk
registers is encouraging, it is concerning that
this critical risk information is not always
shared with insurers. This provides insurers
with more insight into how the Insured views
and manages their risks.
We foresee the liability insurance space
continuing to evolve as the risk landscape
increases in complexity and the sustainability
of this market is constantly going to be
challenged as the world works towards
recovering from the events of 2020.
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By Alicia Narainsamy
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By Wayne Griffiths
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AC C I D E N T A N D H E A LT H

Compounding this, the regulatory risks for
businesses that do not comply are also
becoming much harsher. An amendment
to the Compensation for Occupational
Injuries and Diseases Act was put forward
earlier this year. It proposes that the
criminal sanctions currently imposed
on employers who do not register with
COID, be replaced with stiff penalties. The
amendments also outline the creation of
a specialised inspectorate to enforce the
fund’s laws and regulations, which means
that non-compliant businesses are more
likely to get caught.
Furthermore, many hospitals will no
longer accept injury on duty patients due
to issues with COID payments. Employers
often have to fork out deposits to secure
treatment. The onus therefore falls onto
companies to ensure there is a safety
net in place for their employees – this is
a requirement in terms of occupational
health and safety. Therefore, similar to
the upward trend in income protection
policies, we also expect a spike in the
purchase of personal accident policies. If
one considers that of South Africa’s 57
million population, less than 10 million
have medical aid and then add to that the
disconnect between the type of treatments
that people generally need and what is
generally available through government
hospitals- it becomes clear that having
a personal accident policy is now more
important than ever before.
It is also important for brokers to recognise
that the scope of coverage available in
the market extends beyond the premises
and indeed, outside of working hours. The
latest crime statistics seem to indicate
that murder and assault is transitioning
from predominantly blue collar sectors
to white collar industries. Xenophobiarelated crimes, particularly in the hospitality
and transport industries, are increasing.
Any employer should be aware of this
and recognise that being able to assist
the workforce with hospital bills after an
incident (regardless of where it happened) is
beneficial for everyone involved.

Longer work hours is another major
red flag, as employee fatigue levels
increase, so does the risk of serious
accidents and injuries.
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One could also look at the impact that
personal accident coverage can have in
the household. Fortunately GPA policies
have broadened their scope considerably
over the past few years and we’re
particularly proud at SHA of our coverage
that extends to provide disability benefits
for children, helping families survive the
financially devastating impact of looking
after a child who has sustained a life
changing injury

CYBER INSURANCE

Risk awareness still not
high enough
By Mwenda De Jenga

In a world that appears to turn on
a technological axis, the scourge
of cybercrime is a dominant
concern for most business
executives. Even businesses
that don’t store confidential
information may have exposures
through the operating systems
that drive their manufacturing
and distribution operations.
Cyber policies generally respond
to first and third party losses
following hacking or privacy
breaches and extend to cover a
range of regulatory exposures.
32
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Hacking is not the only way that a
business could have a claim. Human
error will always be a significant risk,
employees are vulnerable to phishing
and other social engineering attacks and
often engage in high-risk behaviour, most
commonly by clicking on unsecured links

(generally because financial institutions have
extremely robust systems in place for their
clients). This focus on the financial systems
in a business rather than on general cyber
security could signify a gap between real
exposure and risk management – particularly
in the SME space.
With that said, vishing is a notable emerging
risk in banking arena that businesses
should be aware of. With the rise of
deepfake technology, there have been
instances of cyber criminals imitating the
voice of account holders and changing
contact details via the bank’s call centre.
Companies should therefore include regular
communication and other security checks
with financial institutions to ensure that
confidential records and banking details are
not changed surreptitiously.
By contrast, the risk of administration or
manufacturing systems being locked by
ransomware only ranked fourth on the list
with 37% of respondents citing the exposure
as a point of concern. This is actually a far
greater threat than the aforementioned
unauthorised banking fears, particularly if one
contemplates the far reaching ramifications
for plants and factories, that can be shut
down by hackers for days at a time.
Even further down the perceived threats
list, at number five, is the risk of PoPI fines
and penalties. This should definitely feature
higher up in the ranking since the PoPI act
became effective in July 2020 – meaning that
future instances of data breaches which may
be accompanied by non-compliance isses,
are almost certain to be followed by severe
regulatory fines once the grace period for
compliance passes on 1 July 2021.

There is a growing responsibility on both
brokers and underwriters to educate their
clients on how best to procure and utilise
cyber insurance policies. Particularly,
clients need to know which events they are
covered for and when they should notify
insurers. Unlike other specialist insurance
policies, the time period that lapses
between a cyber incident and the required
notification to insurers is much shorter. The
business interruption losses following a
breach start stacking up extremely quickly.
This year’s report demonstrated worrying
levels of uncertainty.
What is interesting to note is that the
process of applying for cyber insurance does
seem to contribute to reducing a company’s
overall cyber risk, particularly in the SME
sector. In SHA’s experience, the checklist
and application forms for cyber cover or
renewals, help to make companies more
aware of their exposure, and we have seen
an increase in risk-mitigating behaviours in
businesses that purchase cyber policies.
Of course, the cost of cyber cover has
to feature in the decision to obtain this
product, and it is interesting to see that
23% of uninsured businesses cite the
high cost of premiums as their reason for
not having cyber insurance in place. This
number appears to be reducing year-onyear as more businesses begin to see the
value of this product. At the same time we
believe that growing market penetration
of cyber insurance and greater focus on
risk management will help to drive more
favourable pricing for companies in future.
There can be no doubt that as the years
march on, cyber risk will continue to rise up
the threat list ranking in all industries.
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D I R E C TO R S & O F F I C E R S

Threat awareness on the rise,
but so are the risks
By Tebogo Leshilo

Every time a director steps into
the boardroom they are effectively
placing their own personal wealth
at risk. The Companies Act makes
it possible for third parties to
seek recourse from the directors
of a company in their personal
capacity where the members of
management or the board may
have failed or been negligent in
carrying out their fiduciary duties.
Directors and Officers (D&O)
coverage is taken out by the
company on behalf of the directors
and officers of the business to
cover the legal defence costs,
damages and awards when such an
allegation is made by a third party.
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need arises, embarking on the business
rescue journey too late can severely impede
any hope of a sound turnaround.
This shows us that an astonishing number of
directors are still unaware of how to correctly
utilise tools and processes available to them
to salvage a company, and who may only
view it as a means of delaying an inevitable
liquidation. This is particularly alarming
considering that a director’s responsibility
is to maintain and enhance value for their
company and its shareholders, or at the very
least, protect it from eroding.
This, once again is something that directors and
officers can be held accountable for, and which
should not only be mitigated with adequate
D&O cover, but also through improved director
education and internal policies.
The risk of reputational damage is a concern
that came through at a number of points
in the survey, with business owners and
executives ranking it as their second highest
threat, after insolvency due to the economic
crisis. In the D&O space, reputational damage
is another notable issue – especially for
listed companies. There are a growing
number of well-publicised cases lodged
against directors and officers following “bad
news” events.
Smaller businesses (which made up the
bulk of the respondents in this year’s
survey) also cited reputational damage
as one of their top threats. It should be
said here that small businesses interpret
reputational risks quite differently from
their corporate counterparts. The potential
losses are not as high as in the corporate
space, and one would have thought that
SME’s would not rank reputational damage
quite as high on the list. Their bottom line
would, however, still be impacted by the
potential loss of business.
We’ve seen examples of corporate
reputational risks quickly escalating in the
retail space over the past 24 months. Such
events can have a major impact on share price
and the public perception of the retailer’s
products. The director’s duty is primarily to
protect the financial interests of the company

A director’s responsibility is to maintain
and enhance value for their company and
its shareholders, or at the very least,
protect it from eroding.
(and those of the shareholders). Combine this
with the company’s social interest and its duty
towards the various stakeholders involved, and
you could potentially see litigation arising
from the perceived poor decisions made by
directors and executives.
This also applies to misstatements or poorly
thought out reactions on the part of the
director following an event that damages
a company’s reputation. Again, as soon
as a company’s share price or bottom line
is impacted, D&O claims can be quick to
follow. Regardless of size, or the reputation
management resources that a company
has at its disposal, no business or board is
immune to such events.
With social media having become as
pervasive as it is right now, the risk that a
single incident could snowball into a major
reputational crisis, has never been greater. In
addition to ensuring that companies protect
their directors and officers with cover against
litigation, it is imperative that businesses
have a reputation and crisis management
strategy in place.

As we look towards 2021, the long-term
impact of the pandemic and subsequent
economic downturn will begin to reveal
itself as we see an increase in the
allegations of wrongdoings brought against
directors and officers. Given the fiduciary
responsibilities that directors carry, they
are expected to respond to all risks in
a reasonable manner as expected of a
business leader. One could never expect
directors to be infallible and the business
landscape is unpredictable at the best of
times, but stakeholders will look at the
steps that were taken to reach the best
possible outcome to protect the interests
of the company.
Did the management and board apply
sound judgement to bring in experts who
knew how best to deal with a particular
issue? Did the directors act in the interests
of the business without conflicting
interests of their own? If boards don’t ask
these and many other critical questions of
themselves whenever they make decisions,
they may ultimately find themselves
providing the answers in a courtroom.
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In conclusion
By Simon Colman

T

he past year in specialist insurance
has been fraught with challenges,
some of which arose as a result of
the pandemic, but many related to simply
operating in a much tougher market – a
cycle that began more than two years ago
in the UK and many other territories. It is
important to note that market conditions
and adverse claims experience in particular
that had nothing to do with COVID-19, were
already driving the changes that many
brokers and clients only experienced for the
first time during 2020.
The distinction could be a critically
important one because it also suggests
that the knock-on impact of the pandemic
on the global insurance market has not
actually been felt yet. Business owners could
therefore still be in for further tightening of
the market in 2021.
There is often a misconception that insurers
are the beneficiaries of hardening terms
and generally have little to complain about.
However, the reality is that most of the
players in the specialist insurance sector
are as dependent on the global reinsurance
market as brokers are on the local insurance
market. The cost of doing business rises
across the board and underwriters have to
be circumspect about how they deploy their
capacity and at what cost.

This year’s report highlights the rising
cost of claims across all lines of business
and also shows more volatility with large
losses occurring with greater frequency.
Spend on legal defence costs is on the
rise across all lines of business, reflecting
a 56% increase between 2016 and 2019,
well-outstripping inflation.
In order to manage premium increases and
more restrictive policy conditions, business
executives will need to place greater focus
on risk management and risk participation
by way of more meaningful deductibles.
What has also become crystal clear,
although we have known this for some
time already, is how critically important
collaboration between insurers, brokers and
clients is in order to achieve greater stability
in the market.
Interestingly, whilst many businesses were
forced to slip into survival mode in 2020,
particularly in the SME sector, the research
in this year’s report indicates that this
actually led to an increase in risk awareness.
This could be attributed to the way in
which business owners had to look for ways
to create efficiencies in their operations.
What is concerning is the impact on the
human beings that make up the most
valuable asset in any organisation. Less
employed people, working longer hours

Spend on legal defence costs
is on the rise across all lines
of business, reflecting a 56%
increase between 2016 and 2019
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